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Did you take part in Film Fortnight as:
41 out of 42 people answered this question

How did you find out about Film Fortnight?
41 out of 42 people answered this question

As an organisation did you run extra screenings or events because of Film Fortnight?
30 out of 42 people answered this question

Was your attendance at events more than usual?
36 out of 42 people answered this question

Please rate your experience of Film Fortnight, 1 low to 10 high
41 out of 42 people answered this question
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Please rate the Film Fortnight website - leave blank if you didn't use it
12 out of 42 people answered this question

Would you like to see Film Fortnight happen again?
40 out of 42 people answered this question

If you are an event organiser, would you like to take part in a future Film Fortnight?
15 out of 42 people answered this question
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Q10. Any other comments

Thought it was a good time of year - cheering to have something like this as it gets dark and 
wet. Would have liked to go to more, would definitely do so another year, and having it spread 
over two weeks again would allow for this - probably couldn't/wouldn't go to more than 1-2 if it
was squashed into a shorter period. A Cottage on Dartmoor screening/performance was 
absolutely superb. Thank you to organisers and funders. 

A great idea certainly would be ideal to enjoy another event during the first quarter of the 
year. 

It was a really fantastic festival to be involved in. The screenings were well attended and the 
audiences were very engaged. I would have liked to have made it to more events, but wasn't 
in Orkney for the duration of the festival. Overall, I think it's a great idea and think the 
duration and timing of the festival work really well. Just the thing for the long dark nights 
rolling in! 

November mostly worked well. There was some competition with Panto rehearsals. February 
may be worth considering. 

Loved the Season of Suspense films - sad to have missed Night of the Hunter and The 
Graduate, but I was away south at a conference. A great idea. Time of year is good - brightens
up November. (In better weather I might have been more adventurous about travelling to 
other venues, but there's always a lot on in the spring/summer.) 

Spring time.

I attended 3 screen machine showings where I live. I always try to support the screen machine
when it visits. Good selection of films. Always good to have a family friendly showing that folk 
can enjoy the film experience as a family even if there is a showing with the school. 

This might be an ideal time of year as it's a quieter time in the Orkney calendar and a darker 
time of year when cosing up to watch films is welcome. I'd like to see events being held in 
every nook and crannie of Orkney and maybe see it as an opportunity for using more unique 
cinema experiences such as Screen Machine. It might be fun to scope out other interesting 
venues and push the boundaries on where folk can watch films ie. short films in toilets... in 
airport booths, old war buildings, bird hydes - there may be practical implications but might be
fun to push the bounds of cinema and also capitalise on times when folk are waiting or dead 
time??? 

Happy with the time of year, duration and contents. Would a compilation of shorts in relation to
Orkney be possible? 

Good to hold it in winter, so November seems fine. 

I love the short films, the extra mile Westside Cinema makes to make a unique experience. 

Ping pong film was great, but not suited to the needs of the 9-12 year olds. Silent film with live
music was amazing, as always, local film could move away from the usual makers and start 
accumulating original stuff from super 8. 

I thought it was an excellent idea but was very disappointed to have been away during the 
fortnight. I would be keen to see the event continue in the future. 

Think it is nice to hold it over the winter months when traveling into Kirkwall is less desirable 
and not as many distractions or competing commitments. 



Thoroughly enjoyed Billys night 'oot, some really interesting footage and talks 

Would have gone to more films but had other committments. There were some films shown on 
the islands I would have liked to have seen. Would have liked more “off the wall” films 
including foreign ones like the Icelandic film “Rams.” I’ve been to the Shetland Screenplay and 
liked the films they had, also “extras” like a concert or animation workshop and having some 
film producers or actors being interviewed. I know this is your first trial so is a work in 
progress but you did ask! 

Really enjoyed, thanks to everyone.

I'd have found the website more helpful if there had been an overview programme for the whole event. 
Timing and content ok 

Good time of year, and excellently themed programme. The collaboration with Orkney Book Festival was 
especially pleasing. 

I don't think anyone on Sanday was aware this was happening which is a real shame. The community would 

very much like to be included in the future. (* Didn't attend a screening and gave 1/10 experience - 
MJ)

Film selection was poor, old films rehashed. No independent or foreign films or local entries (* Didn't attend 
a screening and gave 1/10 experience - MJ)


